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Total AdvisorCloud™ Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (TAC VDI) is a leading-edge,100% 
cloud-based network infrastructure technology delivered through a familiar desktop 
experience, enabling fully personalized virtual desktops for each McCarthy Grittinger team 
member, with all the security and simplicity of centralized management for our firm. 
 
Total AdvisorCloud VDI Benefits 

● Our firm’s data is hosted on a private, secure, compliant cloud network. 
● Data can be accessed from anywhere on virtually any device (PC, Macbook, iPad, 

Android, Chromebook, etc.), so our team members aren’t tied to a specific location 
or device. 

● Data does not reside on any physical devices. Therefore, if we do not have access to 
our office, or a true disaster occurs, we can continue to service our clients 
seamlessly. Team members can securely access all data remotely in the same 
fashion as they do within the office. 

● Robust defense tools such as multi-factor authentication, internet web content 
filtering, and vulnerability management ensure that cybersecurity is a top priority. 

● Data can only be accessed within the secure, compliant TAC VDI platform. Physical 
devices are “dummy terminals” and do not maintain any data at all. 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 
● Where is my data? McCarthy Grittinger company tools, applications and files reside 

in ITEGRIA’s (our technology solution provider) highly resilient, redundant, compliant 
and secure data centers. No tools or data are installed on PCs. 

● How is my data be secure? ITEGRIA implements a rigorous vulnerability 
management program (as well as many defense technologies such as multi factor 
authentication, antivirus, web content filtering, etc.) to ensure that your information is 
always secure. 

● What happens if there is a disaster? In the event of a disaster, there is no impact 
whatsoever in our ability to service our clients. As long as our team members have a 
safe location with a device and a reliable internet connection, they can access all of 
our company tools, applications and files that they normally do in the office. 
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